Carbohydrates are the molecules of life! Together with genes and proteins they play a determinant role in biological processes, in health and disease, that challenged the formation of a special interdisciplinary research area across to organic and biomolecular chemistry, chemical biology, analytical chemistry, molecular biology, computational sciences, and others -namely glycosciences. Tackling problems that require urgent solutions, glycoscientists can give insights into molecular mechanisms and role of carbohydrate structures in cell recognition processes including the interactions of cells with toxins, virus, bacteria, micro-organisms and antibodies, offering approaches for design of corresponding drugs, vaccines and diagnostic techniques of unmet need.
Papers that demonstrate the biological importance of carbohydrates in various areas are also included, namely glycosylglycerols for cosmetics by R. Daniellou, biomedical and biotechnological applications of trehalose derivatives by B. M. Swarts, chitosan nanoparticles as vaccine carriers for cancer immunotherapy by Y. Li, and carbohydrate-based inducers of cellular stress to target cancer cells by F. Ndombera.
Molecular dynamics simulations of hexopyranose ring distortion by W. Plazinski and a metagenomic approach to discover a novel β-glucosidase from bovine rumens by P. Kongsaeree complete the contributions of this issue, dedicated to the glycosciences. We are very grateful to Prof. Hugh Burrows, editor in Chief of Pure and Applied Chemistry for the dedication of this issue to ICS 2016, and all authors for their contributions, that demonstrate the uniqueness of carbohydrates in chemistry, biology and medicine, with potential industrial applications in medicine, material design, biotechnology, agricultural, food and other area of economy.
